


Dear Niveshaks,

The last month was very interesting as it brought the closure of the US-China war

with the Phase 1 deal agreement. As this came to an end, we witnessed the

eruption of another war between US and Iran with the killing of Qasem Soleimani

in Iraq and Iran’s retaliation. The Company Scanner talks about the story of Air

India’s origin, fall and the current proceedings with the Aviation Minister and

government’s take on what should be done further. ‘The Month That Was’ also

briefs about the divestment of BPCL and a brief expectation chart of Q3FY2020.

‘Finview’ covers an interview with Mr. Nixon Joesph, President and Chief Operating

Officer of SBI Foundation. He talks how the banking sector has helped in boosting

the Indian economy.

‘Deals in Brewery’ covers the acquisition of Apollo Munich Health Insurance by

HDFC. Post acquisition, Apollo Munich Health Insurance was renamed as HDFC

ERGO Health Insurance or HDFC ERGO Health; the same will remain a subsidiary

of HDFC Ltd.

This month’s cover story is on ‘Disinvestment in the public sector undertakings:

The only way out. It talks about how the divestment amounts have decreased in

the past few years which needs to be increased again to speed up the growth

process. ‘Classroom’ talks about Capital Gains Taxation in India.
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NIF increased by 1.31% in the last

month and now has a portfolio value

of Rs. 20,58,735. The major gainers

this month were Thirumalai

Chemicals and Manappuram

Finance and the major losers were

Asian Granito and Westlife.

This month’s edition also gives an

overview and coverage of the two

biggest events organized by

Niveshak- Khlurthma and Business

Leadership Summit, organized in

November and December 2019.

Article of the Month by Raghav

Gupta from NMIMS Mumbai is titled

Quantum Computing Applications in

Financial World, Aligning to New

Decade Financial Growth Story

Marquee Factors, Emerging Trends

and Tao for Way Forward. While

the FIngyan section is by Mitali from

ICAR-NAARM on Credit rating

agencies- diagnosticians or

morticians?

We wish you, our readers, a happy

reading experience.

Stay Invested,

Team Niveshak
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The month of December 2019 fared out

interestingly, as the U.S and China

inched nearer to what’s called the

Phase 1 deal. This development along

with a few others on the domestic front

seem to hint at what might transpire in

the year to come. Lets see what they

are.

Phase 1 deal- The world after

grappling with the ripples of a looming

cold war seems to be coming close to

see a probable armistice on Jan

15,2019 when the U.S and China will

put their John Hancock on the Phase 1

deal agreement. Speculations are on

the rise that Donald Trump will demand

Chinese purchase of 200 billion dollars

worth of American merchandise and

put a pause on his onslaught of tariffs

on Chinese goods. Whether we reach

to a Phase deal or not will hinge on the

execution of Phase 1 deal. Importantly,

businesses that were under the dark

clouds of uncertainty will find some

relief.

US-Iran lock horns again- “Chicken s

come to roost”. In a shock to the world

the US killed the second most powerful

person in Iran, Qasem Soleimani under

suspicion of plans to attack American

troops and delegates being afoot.

Qasem Soleimani was an Iranian Major

General in the Islamic Revolutionary

Guard Corps and until his death the

commander of its Quds forces. He was

popular for successfully fending off the
ISIS forces in the middle east.

Domestic can of worms- The woes for

India Inc. don’t seem to catch a break.

The print of CPI for December stood

high at 7.3% vis-à-vis 2.11% in

December 2018 and 5.54% in

November 2019. Albeit, inflation is

riding high on food prices, the

expectations of further rate cuts will

have to a take a break for sometime.

It’s also being speculated that the

government might drift off from the

fiscal path of prudence to bolster the

economy that’s in doldrums.

Divestment to fall short of

expectations- With the divestment of

the priciest Indian oil refinery, BPCL

falling behind schedule, the government

is set to miss its ambitious divestment

target for FY20. The divestment of

national carrier turned burden Air India,

doesn’t seem to be catching a headway

either. It’s expected that to fill the gap

government will mount pressure on

OMCs to cough up at least 19000 cr. in

dividends.

What to expect in Q3FY2020- At the

turn of the year India Inc. will prepare

for quarterly earnings. Brokrages

including Citi, Motilal Oswal, Edelweiss

are in a chorus about a fall of 2-6% in

the PBT of frontline companies

excluding financials.
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TMTW: The Month That 

Was



Comments on the Equity market and NIF’s Performance

Value Scaled to 100

NIF PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

As on Dec 31, 2019

Total Investment Value: 10, 00,000 

Current Portfolio Value: 20,58,735 

Change in Portfolio Value: +1.31% 

Change in Sensex: +1.11%

Risk Measures:

Standard Deviation NIF: 35.61

Standard Deviation Sensex: 25.05

Sharpe Ratio: 2.86 (Sensex: 3.88)

Cash Remaining: 1,46,352

NIF continued to prove its strength with it beating the market returns in the

month of December. December for Indian equities has been hit the worst in the

last four years. However, despite the weak performance, Indian equities have

slipped less than other world markets. MSCI’s world equity index, which tracks

shares in 47 countries, has slipped 10.11% in December so far. In the year so

far, the Sensex has gained 4.15%, while MSCI World slipped 12.76%. While

the earnings season fared out as a mixed bag as they say it’s a zero sum

game, certain sectors and stocks also faced headwinds.

Despite these challenges, NIF grew by a total of 1.31% to a portfolio value of

20,58,735 against a weaker market return of 1.11 %. Maximum returns came

from Chemical segment (20.41%) followed by financial services (13.92%). We

expect this momentum to continue in the following months.
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NIVESHAK INVESTMENT FUND

INDIVIDUAL STOCK WEIGHT 
AND

MONTHLY PERFORMANCE
Monthly Performance
Portfolio Weight
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Top Gainers for 

the month

20.41% Thirumalai Chem

13.92% Manappuram Fin

5.71% HDFC BANK

Top Losers for 

the month

-9.90% Asian Granito

-6.70% Westlife Dev

-5.55% Speciality Rest

11.58
%

1.74%

1.71%

2.53%

14.83
%

32.36
%

5.72%

11.86
%

11.08
%

6.59%

NIF Sectoral Weights
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complex algorithms and it is strongly

correlated to computer science and

information technology. However, this

is a strong assumption bias. Currently,

the financial world accounts for 15.1%

of all Quantum Computing

applications. What’s make it further

fascinating is that Financial and

Investment applications in Quantum

Computing have the highest CAGR of

62% in 2019-25.

-Raghav Gupta,
NMIMSMumbai

Quantum Computing 
Applications in Financial World
Aligning to New Decade 

Financial Growth Story
Marquee Factors, Emerging 
Trends and Tao for Way Forward
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How does Quantum Computing

Work?

There are 2 marquee factors which

denominate how quantum computing

works- Superposition and

entanglement. How a classical

computer works is by representing the

data as zero or one by storing it as a

bit of data. Now, what quantum

computing does is that it makes

provision for an additional data point

known as a qubit. The qubit is a

combination of zero and one. This is

known as a qubit and this makes

quantum computing special. These

qubits at the same time can be in

multiple forms and basis and this is

known as a quantum superposition.

The Financial World has overpowered

itself in the last decade due to some

magnum opus developments in

computer processing and smartphone

technology. But what next decade

brings to the financial world are more

challenges and to deal with such

surreal challenges, the financial

industry has turned to the application

of advanced scientific techniques such

as Quantum Computing.

Why Quantum Computing can be

the breakthrough Technology in

Financial World?

Recent research in a leading financial

publication revealed that Quantum

Computing is the most emerging

technology and has the highest

business impact in the financial world

in this decade.

So, while all the financial world is

hovering and talking around

Blockchain, Internet of Things and

Artificial Intelligence, they have

become a mainstream talking point

but it is the Quantum Computing that

is going to drive this new decade.

First Thoughts on Quantum

Computing

Our first imagination of Quantum

Computing leads to IBM, Cisco,

Google doing some larger than life



Where Quantum Computing can fill

the void in the Financial World?

For applications in the financial world,

quantum computing has quickly

moved away from an on paper

strategy to a practical oriented

strategy. A large number of financial

multinational corporations have gained

the first mover advantage by being the

forerunners of application in quantum

computing. Now, in countries like US,

UK, Sweden, Russia even Public

Sector Banks are paving their way to

quantum computing.

1) High processing capabilities of this

technology makes it useful in

computing and optimization using big

data analytics. By incorporation it in

the field of finance and banking

services will have rapidity in the

transactional services with better

accuracy and better fraud

management. It will further smoothen

incongruent assets grouping.

2) In Banking and Insurance Sector,

quantum computing can help in

advanced asset appraisal and high

frequency and volume trading. By

using these algorithms, the banking

firms can mine higher values using the

big data analytics. Recently, 2 firms-

Barclays and JP Morgan Chase has

collaborated with IBM in its Q network,

where Q essentially means Quantum

network.

3) Increased consumer engagement,

smarter risk analysis and mitigation,

better product intelligence is possible

in quantum computing as compared

to artificial intelligence and

machine learning. The data that is

generatedfromthecustomerscanbebetter
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Now, the second marquee phenomenon

is the enlargement of quantum. Now,

because of this these qubits or quantum

objects even though separated show a

very strong sign of correlation. Now, this

behavioral property for quantum objects

is true whether objects are nanometers

apart or gigameters apart.

As qubits exist in data form and are

represented as 2n, the one qubit is thus

superimposition of 2 basis points. Now,

10 qubits are made from the

superimposition of 1024 states. This

leads to large enlargement and thus

more information that can be stored

which that excess combination. This

means faster transactions, more storage

of information and a risk mitigation to the

financial world.



problems. Quantum mechanics in

combination with finance has been

considered before. One avenue is the

application of techniques from

quantum physics, such as path

integrals, to options pricing. With the

advent of intermediate-scale quantum

computers, employing their power in

finance is becoming more and more

viable.

Monte Carlo Pricing of Financial

Derivatives: In this, a financial model

with high confidence estimation

prepares a quantum algorithm, makes

the payoff function for quantum circuits

and extracts the pricing for financial

derivatives. Apart from the quantum

algorithm for Monte Carlo, it is also

used in European Option Pricing,

Asian Option Pricing.

Portfolio Optimization: Since it has

the capability to process large

datasets, quantum computing can

easily tell which type of portfolio is

suited for which type of investor, in

which funds to allocate money and the

best possible exit options for

investors.

Better Risk Management: After the

financial crisis of 2008-2009,

sophisticated risk management is

increasingly important to banks

internally and also required by

government regulators. These risk

mitigations and forecasting in the

financial world falls under the broad

bracket of valuation adjustments. It

requires the determination of complete

portfolio under the various risk

scenarios. It used to take a lot of

calculations and would often lead to

less precision and accuracy. But,

quantum computing works as a savior
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served by improving the credit facilities

as required by the customers and

developing financial products specific

to the customer.

4) Quantum computing in Banking,

Finance and Insurance industries will

help in the security of confidential data

by use of cryptocurrency. Safer and

stronger personal data encryption and

faster detection of anomalies will help

in better risk management.

What makes the Quantum

Computing in Financial World

Interesting?

Quantum computing promises

advantages for certain problems,

including prime factoring, hidden

subgroup problems, and unstructured

search.

Modern finance employs large

amounts of computational resources

for a variety of tasks. Computers are

used for example for the analysis of

historical data, high-frequency trading,

pricing of exotic financial derivatives,

portfolio optimization and risk

management. The complexity often

arises from the analysis of time series

of asset prices over long periods

involving many assets, motivating the

use of quantum computing for financial



succinct discussion is already.

The qubit model for universal

quantum computing

was employed here to provide a

succinct discussion used by many

organizations like Goldman

Sachs, Morgan Stanley etc.

Conclusion

So, going by the trend Quantum

Computing in the financial world

of disruption will not only be an

option, it will be the only option.
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and perform accurate simulations under

the various risk scenarios.

In principle, overnight calculations could

be reduced to much shorter time scales

(such as minutes), which would allow a

more real time analysis of risk. Such

close-to real time analysis would allow

the institution to react faster to changing

market conditions and to profit from

trading opportunities.

Start of a Trend

The qubit model for universal quantum

computing was employed here to provide



COVER STORY 

Disinvestment of the Public Sector 

Undertakings : the only way out?



the central government, state

government or territorial governments,

or both. The ownership is established

after owning 51% of the shares of the

company. The primary purpose of

establishing Public Sector

Undertakings in India was to bolster

industrialization in an otherwise

agrarian economy. The different types

of Public Sector Enterprises in India

are:

1. Central Public Sector Enterprises

(CPSEs) – Companies where the

direct holding of the Central

Government is 51% or more, and they

are administered by the Ministry of

Heavy Industries and Public

Enterprises under the Government of

India.

2. Public Sector Banks (PSBs)- where

the direct holding of the State/Central

Government is 51% or more.

3. State Level Public enterprises

(SLPEs)- Companies where direct

holding of the State Government is

51% or more.

In November 2019, the Government

came up with its disinvestment plan of

5 Public sector units, supposed to

fetch the Government about ₹ 78,400

crores. This strategic disinvestment

plan includes the majority stakes in

BPCL (Bharat Petroleum Corporation

Limited), Shipping Corporation of

India, Tehri Hydro Power Development

Corporation, North Eastern Electric

Power Corporation, and Container

Corporation of India. In the current

fiscal year, to combat the increasing

fiscal deficit, the Government had set

the target of raising ₹ 1.05 lakh crore

through strategic disinvestment. The

question remains that is disinvestment

the optimal method for the

Government- both to revive the PSUs

as well as to raise money. And if so,

does it not lead to a conflict of interest

between stakeholders or the

contradiction of ideology (against

privatisation)?

Public Sector Undertakings, by

definition, mean companies owned by

COVER STORYNIVESHAK | DECEMBER 2019
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liquidating the Government assets are

primarily used in compensating for the

increasing fiscal deficit, for financing

any other large-scale development

project, investing in the economy (in

an effort to stimulate liquidity), etc.

Disinvestment has also become

critical with the increasing competition

from the private sector, which has

made it difficult for many PSUs to

operate profitably.

Current Scenario

One of the major divestment decisions

made by the Government in recent

times was in early 2016, where it

announced the strategic disinvestment

of the Central Public Sector

Enterprises. The Cabinet Committee

on Economic Affairs (CCEA) had

approved 28 undertakings for this

purpose. Out of these, only five

transactions were completed, which

also the sale and purchase between 1

CPSE to another. These transactions

between CPSEs defeated the purpose

of entire strategic disinvestment, as

there was no additional fund

generation for the government, instead

just an internal

Disinvestment of Public sector

Units in India

Disinvestment of Public sector Units in

India refers to the sale of the public

assets through bidding or otherwise in

the capitalised market, by the

President of India, by the Government

of India. The disinvestment was

initiated because the performance of

the Public Sector Undertakings was

not as expected; most of them

showing negative rate of return on

capital. The enormous amount of

Capital invested was not optimally

utilized, and thus the Government felt

the need for disinvestment. The most

pertinent reasons responsible for this

were pricing policy of the PSUs,

capacity under-utilization, Planning

and resource allocation efficiency, and

lack of autonomy, to name a few. The

primary objectives of the

disinvestment were to improve the

financial position of the Government,

to stimulate growth in the economy,

encouraging a wide ownership base,

etc. Disinvestment is taken up mainly

when the Government is in need of

funds and the funds generated from

COVER STORYNIVESHAK | DECEMBER 2019
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entity defeats the very purpose of

setting up a PSU in the first place.

Effectively, the last time the Union

Government did real strategic

disinvestment was in 2003-04, with a

Cabinet Committee on disinvestment,

having Arun Shourie as the minister.

But with time, the disinvestment policy

of the government has slowed down

considerably owing to several factors.

Since power is dispersed across the

various Government institutions,

providing a conducive environment for

these risky transactions. With more

and more PSUs incurring losses like

BSNL (it incurred 22.83% of the total

losses suffered by the CPSEs in 2016-

17), Air India (generating operating

profits of ₹ 403.03 crores in 2 financial

years 2015-16 and 2016-17), India

Post (the biggest loss making PSU

with a loss of ₹ 15000 crore in FY

2019), etc, the disinvestment

decisions of the PSUs becomes

imperative for the government for their

financial and operational efficiency.

With the Government again trying to

speed up its disinvestment plans with

the announcement of the 5 PSU

disinvestments, where ideally BPCL,

SCI and CCI should be easy to

privatise as they are currently

generating profits. But the main

challenge is the road that lies ahead,

the implementation, the execution of

privatization plans of more and more

PSUs in future especially the loss-

making ones and the pragmatic

sustainability plan for the PSUs, after

all the objective of the government is

not just to compensate for the fiscal

gap but to revive the Indian economy.

transfer of funds between different

units owned by the Government, with

the ownership remaining unchanged.

The current market capitalization and

the stakes associated with them,

along with the proceeds that could be

raised are:

COVER STORYNIVESHAK |  DECEMBER 2019
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Conflict of interest

There is a conflict of interest among

the stakeholders (say the workers of

the PSU being against privatization,

an example being the strikes carried

out by Air India employees in an

attempt to stall privatization and the

government that intends to privatize

the particular unit). The fairness of a

transaction can also be challenged

concerning pricing, windfall profits

for the purchaser, etc. Also, the

biggest conflict concerning

disinvestment remains that selling
the stakes of a PSU to any private



to rating and research related to credit

ratings while all other business is

carried out under separate entity with

no directors, employee and

shareholders from the rating agencies.

With many agencies functioning in

India, companies have good number

options to choose from and the issuer

paid model plays it part well. The

option which they get by choosing the

agency of their choice is well

leveraged by the unscrupulous

companies to get the higher rating.

Whereas it is no wonder that it leads

to the weird race among the credit

agencies to be the lenient one when

we expect the stringency for the best

quality analysis, to fetch the revenue.

CRAs hold a special value for

stakeholder like investors, issuers,

market intermediaries and securities

regulator. the process if we look

closely depends majorly on the type of

CRA where few relies on the process

whereby analysts form assessment

based on quantitative and qualitative

indicators and then report to rating

committee while others focus on the

quantitative model. But for some the

process maybe proprietary.

Nevertheless, the most common

approach is to go for the rating

committee which helps to initiate,

withdraw or change the rating. Once

the rating committee decides on rating

the analyst informs the issuer of the

rating and may provide the draft of the

press release so that issuer can

review of for the factual verification.

Ratings provided in the public domain

is used to determine the nature and

the integrals of the loan. Also, higher

The well observed notion helps us to

understand the paradigm shift in the

roles of Credit Rating Agencies from

diagnosticians to morticians for most

of the times correcting the rating after

the damage is done.

The credit for this can be given to

“Rate shopping”. Well, this puts us to

have a sneak peek into what goes

behind this shopping. When a firms

wants to issue its bonds they need

ratings of their debt by a credit rating

agency so that people can put up their

confidence in the quality of firm,

services provided by them and also to

satisfy the risk appetite exposed by

them by investing. All sounds good

and in the interest of the investors and

people but what has been found out is

that companies rarely stick to the

agencies which give the honest

ratings and are accused to keep on

moving to agencies until they find a

better rating for their firm. It has been

found that Indian credit agencies have

churn of about 35% as compared to

global benchmark of 8% in particular

to this behaviour.

In India though credit rating agencies

are registered with SEBI they are

regulated by both SEBI and RBI as

they rate bank loans which comprises

70% of their business. As per global

practice the rating agencies are limited

Credit rating 

agencies-

diagnosticians or 

morticians?

-Mitali, ICAR-NAARM
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the credit ratings lower is the rate of

interest offered to the organisations. If

we look at credit rating agency as a

separate domain away from the

mainstreams the top five agencies are-

CARE, ICRA, India Ratings Brickworks

and CRISIL. Well if “Rate shopping”

should be blamed or not is completely

a personal opinion yet the rating

agencies in India suffers from chronic

problem in various aspects. More or

less all the agencies approach same

set of clients and so they try to quote

least price or in some cases not so

surprisingly promise an investment

grade rating beforehand to win the

mandate.

This is one aspect of it while other

being the problems like reluctance

from issuer side to share details about

company management and even if

shared the company takes the final call

in case of publishing the ratings as the

issuer’s consent is must before

publishing. While the transparency

level is not so healthy in our country

the so called good practices are

farfetched idea.

What is at stake?

Economy as whole is a vicious cycle

“what goes in keeps on moving unless

we have people who can flew away

overnight with money.” Well this is all

like a mysterious story the more you

dig in, the more are the portrays.

IL&FS (Infrastructure leasing and

finance services limited) is an Indian

infrastructure development and finance

company. The blowout at IL&FS was

wake up call for lenders and napping

rating agencies which assigned triple-A

rating and failed to encapsulate stress

building up in the company and also

had pre conceived notion that support

is provided by the shareholders.

IL&FS which brought with itself the

terms like “bailout” which reminisced

us of the crisis of Satyam computer

when government intervened to take

the charge and remove the top

management similarly only when the

damage was done enough. Though its

argued upon IL&FS being considered

as NBFC as they are more into project

funding and core-sector financing

while NBFCs have significant retail

operations, but still IL&FS is being

compared to NBFCs. Many NBFCs

still suffer the impact of blow up which

has consequently affected numerous

other industries including auto. The

financial leviathan when disclosed that

its outstanding loans amounted to a

staggering Rs 91,000 crores, it

created a widespread woe among

those lending to NBFC (Banks and

mutual funds) and also adding to the

sluggish nature of the market and

general sentiment that economy is not

doing so good.

Banks are mostly presumed shying

away from financing auto sector for

different reasons. According to the

Society for Indian Automobile

Manufacturers (SIAM), the NBFC

segment currently finances almost 70

per cent of new two-wheelers and 60

per cent of new commercial vehicles

in the country. And so, NBFCs are the

lenders to auto sectors. But they are

going through breakdowns due to

liquidity crunch. If we see as a whole

NBFCs are the best example of

accessibility based positioning from

FINGYANNIVESHAK | DECEMBER 2019
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strategic point of view as it is rightly

said reaching the last mile under the

concept of bottom line opportunity. It

has touched the lives of people in

many ways, your credit score can be

as less as 600 still there will be an

NBFC willing to fund you. Undoubtedly

a few NBFCs have managed to raise

money with almost 250 basis point

higher than what NBFC paid i.e 9.5 to

10.25%.The whole lapse has affected

the both sector as well as consumer in

finance, housing or automobile as it

said you name it and they are there but

this time in terms of damaging.

What is way forward?

SEBI in its continued efforts to improve

the functioning of regulatory framework

for rating agencies came up with new

guidelines for enhanced disclosures.

The guidelines miss out the crux

“issuer paid model” or the rate

shopping which has always been the

point of criticism still it tries to restore

the faith in agencies.

The current system of relationship

between corporates and CRAs seems

to be skewed in the sense that

corporates hold maximum power

seeing the oligopolistic nature of CRA

present in function.

INC (issuer not cooperating) status can

be put to the firm if they refuse to

provide relevant information for than

six months putting “below investment

grade”. This effects the rating agency

in the sense that no CRA will be

allowed to allot ratings until the current

CRA resumes or issues a withdraw

rating.

The move which is more of rule-based

as the firms are considered in this case

to be compliant. puts pressure as it

necessitates the firms to provide

necessary information to rating

agencies on time otherwise which

would lead to negative repercussions

also switching among the agencies

will not as easy as before.

Apart from this a company’s liquidity

position would include parameters

such as liquid investments or cash

balances, access to unutilized credit

lines, liquidity coverage ratio, and

adequacy of cash flows for servicing

maturing debt obligation are to be

considered. Reduction in Incremental

spreads is something which investors

demand that can be enhanced

through healthier credit system.

What additionally may be

considered?

The probability default(PD) gives us

idea about default rate in relation with

the ratings. For example, the PD

benchmark for AAA papers shall be

zero for 1, 2 and 3-year default rate

with a tolerance level of 1 percent, but

the investors need to know about the

default rate over three to five year

from issuance.

Not only this it can be made

mandatory for the firms to state the

reason for rate withdrawal from the

current one in written to SEBI which

only if it is considerable can be

allowed to switch. This move can be

somewhat used to address the issue

of “Rate shopping” as everything will

be governed and scrutinized.

If we see the scope of scrutiny in the

wake of IL&FS fiasco SEBI is planning

towards considering the rotation of

rating agencies. This would make the
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appointment of rating agency for two

consecutive years as invalid. Besides

the shift towards thinking that a fixed

tariff in order to compensate rating

agency is also a way forward. But

sadly these moves rather the

implementation are under scrutiny as

they still have to face various

proposals and meeting to get the

green flag.

It was not for the first time that CRAs

have missed out impending defaults

but a long list of companies including

DHFL, ZEE group etc. While India

has 70-odd companies that are rated

highest quality, only two companies

in the US enjoy this distinction. No

company in Germany and UK enjoys

AAA rating. Among emerging

countries, China has only 14 AAA-

rated entities.

If rating agencies are a guarantee?

The defaults have made investors to

feel that rating is not a guarantee but

simply an opinion which was actually

meant to act as a factor on which

people can rely or as sacrosanct.

Well, issue of credit rating agencies

are an easy one solve considering the

complexity as it is something which

even the developed markets have

been struggling with. But given the

complexity and the risks it entails it

makes it more of a compulsion for an

attempt to solve if not completely

solve.
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Being done to combine the brand

strength of HDFC and expertise of

Apollo Munich.

HDFC stock settled 1.09% up from the

previous close.

The Chairperson of Apollo Munich

also assured that the company will

become stronger and more profitable

under HDFC.

Although, the deal did spread a

confusion amongst the current

policyholders regarding how to renew

their existing policies, with whom to

lodge the complains and which

hospital to visit in case of any medical

emergency. As per the official

communication, all the terms and

conditions of the existing policy would

remain same on renewal and the

policyholders will continue to reap the

same benefits as before. The new

policy documents will bear the name

of HDFC ERGO Health.

The process to lodge complain has

also not been altered wherein the

policyholders are to only communicate

DEALS IN BREWERY
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HDFC, on January 2, acquired

majority stake in Apollo Munich Health

Insurance for INR 1495.81 crore which

was duly approved by the Competition

Commission of India (CCI), the RBI

and IRDAI. HDFC effectively bought

50.80% stake of Apollo Hospitals in

Apollo Munich Health Insurance.

Subsequent to the acquisition, the

Apollo Munich Health Insurance was

renamed as HDFC ERGO Health

Insurance or HDFC ERGO Health, the

same will remain a subsidiary of

HDFC Ltd.

Mr. Anuj Tyagi, the Executive Director

and Chief Business Officer of HDFC

ERGO General Insurance Ltd. Has

been appointed as the Managing

Director of HDFC ERGO Health which

has also been given a green light by

IRDAI.

After the approval of National

Company Law Tribunal (NCLT), the

company would form the second most

largest provider of insurance in health

and accident in the private sector. It is
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Via an email to either of the

companies or visit their websites.as

for claim purposes, the existing policy

documents or health cards can be

used as provided by AHMI. HDFC

ERGO has been working on providing

the availability of hospitals at par with

HDFC ERGO General. The updated

list of the same has been made

available on their respective websites.



Mr. Nixon

Joseph

President & Chief Operating Officer

of SBI Foundation, he has worked

as Manager (Operations), SBI

Bahrain and CEO, SBI Tokyo

branch. Was President of

Toastmasters Club, Tokyo and one

of the founders of Tokyo

International debating society. He

has also received Dr A.P.J. Abdul

Kalam award for professional

excellence.

1. How does the flagship program

of SBI, namely Youth For India work

towards promoting social

entrepreneurship ?

The SBI Youth For India Fellowship, is

one of the premium rural fellowships in

India. We get approximately 7000

applications from around the world

from highly educated youths some of

whom have graduated from Harvard,

IITs and IIMs and have left their

lucrative jobs at major MNCs at the

same time we get some applications

from doctors as well thereby creating

a pool of diversified applicants. From

the pool of applicants, we shortlist

around 550 candidates and then we

interact with each one of them at

various centers across India on the

basis of which we select around 100

fellows every year.

This fellowship was started by SBI to

provide a platform for highly educated

urban youth to connect with rural

aspirations. The goal of having this

fellowship was to the address the

need of having more social

entrepreneurs. The idea was that if

highly educated youth go to

development centers in villages and

witness the grass root reality, they will

be prompted to start something to help

the rural sphere in various ways.

Luckily, this is what is happening. In

every batch, we get at least 5-6 youth

who are going on to become social

entrepreneurs.

There is this example of Anant Vats,

an engineer from IIT. As a fellow,

Anant was in a tribal district in Gujrat

where he worked with tribal bamboo

craftsmen and because of his

engineering background, he devised a

small equipment to reduce the

drudgery of bamboo craftsmen. After

the fellowship was over, he went back

to the project site and he started a

social enterprise wherein he’s now
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3.Talking in terms of Indian

economy which is facing a down

turn and with the GDP constantly

slipping down, to be specific 4.5%

in the second quarter. To counter

this, the government is taking a lot

of initiatives to inject liquidity

specifically in the banking sector

for example reducing of repo rates,

merging of public sector banks etc.

According to you how will these

initiatives overall effect the banking

sector and specifically SBI in the

light of the fact that SBI is one of

the key players in the public sector

banking industry?

Being proxy to the Indian economy,

SBI naturally gets affected by

whatever happens to the Indian

economy . Consequently, our credit

growth was not at par with that in the

previous year but then with the

government initiating several

measures, in the months to come the

results will be evident. Our SBI

Chairman has recently said that the

retail loans are picking up, it is only

the corporate loans which are not

being utilized because of the demand

coming down. However, I am

confident that over a period of 3-4

months this too will pick up because of

the measures taken by the

government including liquidity support

scheme to HFCs, credit flows to

NBFCs, reducing Corporate tax etc.

Banks now have the confidence that

there is a system to resolve the issue

of NPAs and therefore the fear of an

account becoming NPA leading to the

decision of not lending are being

addressed. Thus, in the months to

giving opportunity to bamboo

craftsmen. There are several such

examples of youth gravitating towards

social entrepreneurship because of

this fellowship.

2. One of the major strengths of the

bank is its formidable network in

terms of the rural penetration it has.

Are there any specific initiatives

being taken up for inclusive growth

to include the rural sector in

mainstream development ?

SBI has always stood for inclusivity,

and wherever a chance has been

provided, SBI has been one of the first

banks to jump and seize that

opportunity. If you look at North-East,

compared to other parts of India, is

lesser developed and SBI is the

leading bank in many of the states of

North East. We are starting rural

branches wherever it is viable. I think

we have a very good network in order

of thousands of banking

correspondents who go to villages and

provide banking services at doorsteps.

SBI is taking a lot of care for providing

agricultural loan to the farmers. We

have rural self employment training

institutes, close to 151 of them all

across India which is training

approximately 100,000 youths every

year in various skills with the aim to

empower them to start their enterprise

after completion of training. SBI has

always been operating with this

inclusive framework in mind.
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acknowledge the fact that it is related

to the economy so if the economy is

not doing well, banks will be the first to

suffer and thus if the economy picks

up in the months to come, NPAs will

also come down.

5.What will you recommend or

advise the students who want to

pursue a career in banking and

consequently the scope of the

same in financial sector?

In the financial sector, there are a lot

of opportunities for young people who

are coming out of colleges. The SBI

specially is the largest public sector

bank having around 250000

employees and it is a financial

conglomerate working in all facets of

banking. Therefore, any fresher who

takes banking as a career will get a lot

of satisfaction because there are a lot

of areas to which he/she can get

exposure. The candidate can have a

good exposure in domestic banking,

retail banking, wholesale banking,

treasury, investment, forex and also

get exposure to foreign credit

operations and all when he/she gets

posted abroad. In my case, I got two

foreign posting which improved my

perspective about banking, credit, etc.

Thus the youngsters who want to

support the development of nation and

also enjoy satisfying career, I would

always advise them to join SBI. Most

youngsters can join by writing the SBI

PO exam which is the starting point in

the officers’ cadre which helps you if

you are capable enough to reach the

post of chairman.

come, I am sure that the steps taken

by the government and RBI will show

results.

4. Talking about NPA, the NPA ratio

of SBI is comparatively higher as

compared to other banks as well as

the international average and is

currently around 7.5% of the total

loans. What do you think is the

reason behind this and how does

SBI plan on addressing this

problem ?

See, compared to international banks,

NPA of Indian banking system is quite

high. This due to several structural

issues and factors. One of the main

issues could be the quality of credit

appraisal, quality of credit approval

and also delay in recognizing that an

account can be NPA. RBI was also

very much aggressive to see that the

banks recognize NPAs. All this has

happened in the last few years leading

to a hike in NPAs. But, this has been

an experience for banks and the

banks have put in a lot of effort. For

example at SBI, a a lot of committees

have been formed to monitor the

accounts and for immediate

recognition of NPAs. Also, recovery

measures and all have got focused

after the spike in NPAs. SBI has been

aggressively trying to improve the

credit appraisal system and several

steps have been taken to see that

proper due diligence is done and

proper appraisal is done before

sanctioning of loan is done. Thus, in

the years to come NPA percentage will

come down. But, we must also
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Air India is the flag carrier airline

company of India, the headquarters of

which is currently located in Delhi. Air

India is the subsidiary of Air India

Limited which is a government owned

company. Air India has a fleet size of

136 and operates across 102

destinations. It is also the largest

international airline of India with a

market share around 18.6%, covering

around 60 international locations.

Air India was founded on 15 October

1932 as Tata Airlines by J.R.D Tata for

carrying mail of Imperial Airways and

aviation division of Tata Sons. In the

initial year, it flew over 260,000 kms,

carried 155 passengers and 10.71 tons

of mail. The first passenger airline was

between Trivandrum and Bombay.

During Second World War it helped in

supplies shipping, refugees rescue and

troop movements. On 29 July 1946,

Tata Airlines became a public limited

company with the name Air India.

Government of India acquired 49% of

holdings in 1948 and in 1953 Air

Corporations Act was passed by the

Government and a majority stake in the

holdings of Air India was purchased.

Airline to New York was introduced in

the year 1960 and in 2000 flights to

Shanghai were introduced. . In 2001,

the Ministry charged then MD of Air

India, Michael Mascarenhas, with

corruption charges. It was reported that

the airlines lost around Rs. 570 million

as a result of extra commission

sanctioned by him. As a result he was

suspended consequently.

Air India and Indian Airlines merged in

2007 to form the Air India Limited. The

loss incurred by the combined entity in

the financial year 2006-07 was Rs. 7.7

billion and it grew to Rs. 72 billion by

2009. SBI was called upon to prepare a

roadmap for recovery. In 2011, it had

accumulated debt of Rs. 426 billion and

operating loss of Rs. 220 billion. C&AG

report criticised the decision to

purchase 111 airplanes and ill timed

merger resulted in the loss.

Government pumped Rs. 32 billion in

March 2012 into Air India.

In 2009, Frankfurt Airport was made the

international hub of Air India for onward

flights to US, but it was shutdown in

October 2010 due to high operating

costs. By 2010, routes which were

financially less lucrative were shutdown

and Dubai was chosen as hub for

international flights. In 2012, Corporate

Affairs Ministry report recommended

partial privatisation of the airlines and in

2012 then aviation minister stated that

privatisation was key for survival of the

airlines.

Air India posted positive EBITDA for the
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first time in March 2013 after six years

and demonstrated 20% growth in

operating revenue from prior financial

year. In 2013, Air India split the cargo

and engineering business into two

subsidiaries namely Air India

Transport Services Limited (AITSL)

and Air India Engineering Services

Limited (AIESL). In 2014, it also

became a member of the Star

Alliance.

In 2015, Air India entered into

agreements with SBI and Citi Bank for

raising external commercial borrowing

of $ 300 million for meeting working

capital requirements. The company

faced operating loss of Rs. 2.171

billion and net loss of Rs. 5.41 billion

in the financial year 2014-15. By May

2017, it became the third largest

airlines in India with a market share of

13% after IndiGo and Jet Airways. In

the year 2017, GOI approved

privatisation of the airlines.

The Government of India has reported

that it has infused Rs. 30,520.21

crores into Air India from FY 2011-12

as per the turnaround plan approved

by the UPA Government in 2012

which was to provide financial aid of

Rs. 30,000 crores over a 10 year

period. The airlines reported that it

had requested for Rs. 2,400 crores

sovereign guarantee for operational

fund requirements, but that the

Government provided guarantee for

only Rs. 500 crores. It also reported

that at best, the airlines can sustain the

present operations till June 2020 and if

a buyer does not come forward before

that, the company has to shut down.

For the year 2018-19, the net loss was

provisionally assessed to be Rs.

8,556.35 crores. The total debt

outstanding was Rs. 60,000 crores.

Half of this debt have already been

parked in special purpose vehicle Air

India Asset Holding Ltd and have been

taken out of the books of Air India.

Recently, Aviation Minister Hardeep

Singh Puri has confirmed that efforts to

privatise Air India are on full swing and

mentioned that the only way forward for

the airlines is privatisation. Having said

this, the Government is facing various

road blocks in securing a prospective

buyer for the airlines and is running

short on time. Answers to questions

like who would come forward to buy

the heavy loss making airline and

whether it would revive the airline,

whether the airlines would be shut

down shortly if no buyer comes

forward, what would be the impact of

such a decision on the airlines industry

considering the current scenario of Jet

Airways as well are presently unknown.
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asset, long-term losses can be set off

only against long-term capital gains.

Your holding period determines

whether you pay short or long-term

capital gains. This threshold is

different across asset classes.

Equities:

This includes equities and equity-

oriented mutual funds. The holding

period for your equity investment to be

considered long-term is one year. If

you sell your holdings before one year,

any profit made will be termed short-

term capital gains (STCG). The

current STCG tax rate is 15 per cent. if

the total aggregate gains made from

the sale of your equity investments do

not exceed Rs 1 lakh during a

financial year, you will not have to pay

any tax.

CLASSROOM
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Ever since the re-imposition of LTCG

on long-term capital gains in stock

markets in 2017, its removal has been

on everyone’s wish-list. So, in the run

up to this year’s budget we will learn

about capital gains tax on equity and

debt instruments.

As per the Income Tax rules, any

asset you own – whether or not it is

connected to your business or

profession – qualifies as a capital

asset. This includes but is not limited

to stocks, mutual fund units, bonds,

company fixed deposits, gold and

house property.

Any gains arising out of the sale of a

capital asset are subject to capital

gains tax. However, the taxable gains

in some investments factor in

indexation – the effect of inflation on

your purchase price. Put simply,

indexation is a tax facility that

recognises that the price at which you

had bought the asset years ago (cost

price) would get inflated over the

years because of inflation. The

indexation facility pushes up your cost

price, notionally only though, so that

the gains (selling price less cost price)

are lower than the actual amount. This

softens the taxation blow. On the other

hand, if you have incurred a capital

loss, you can set it off against capital

gains made on other capital assets.

However, while short-term losses can

be set off against both long-term and

short-term gains from any capital



They will be simply added to your

income and taxed accordingly. If held

for more than one year, the profit will

be subject to LTCG tax of 10 per cent

plus cess, without indexation benefits.

However, interest earned will not be

subject to any tax. Listed corporate

bond holdings, too, acquire long-term

status after one year. Interest earned,

though, is subject to tax. For unlisted

bonds, the relevant holding period to

be considered long-term is three

years. LTCG is taxed at 20 per cent

plus cess, with indexation.

CLASSROOM
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Then, there is the grandfathering

clause that ensures that the fair

market value – that is, highest traded

stock price or net asset value of your

equity mutual fund units – as on

January 31, 2018 (or stock price as on

last traded date) will be considered as

the cost of acquisition for computing

LTCG.

If you hold unlisted shares of a

company, the minimum holding period

to qualify as a long-term capital asset

will be two years. Any gains made

after this period will be taxed at the

rate of 20 per cent plus cess, after

indexation.

DEBT INSTRUMENTS:

For debt and debt-oriented mutual

fund units to acquire the long-term

capital asset label, they have to be

held for at least three years. If you sell

it within three years, the profit will be

considered short-term gains, added to

your taxable income and taxed as per

the slab rate applicable to you. LTCG

tax rate is 20 per cent plus cess, with

indexation benefits. Indexation takes

into account the effect of inflation

every year, notionally pushing up the

cost of your acquisition, thus reducing

the LTCG and tax to be paid on it.

If you hold listed tax-free bonds and

trade them within one year of

acquisition, the appreciation will be

considered short-term in nature.



Business Leadership Summit was

hosted by IIM Shillong from 6th to 8th

December and hosted a number of

eminent personalities from the

industry. Niveshak, Finance and

Investment club of IIM Shillong hosted

a panel of stalwarts of the industry

from finance domain. Theme of the

summit was “Towards a 5 trillion dollar

economy” and our panel discussed on

the sub theme of “ Investor sentiments:

a medley of government policies,

recession, protectionism and animal

spirits.”

Our esteemed panel included: Mr.

Joseph Nixon, President and CEO ,

SBI Foundation. Mr. Pankaj Chadah,

Senior Partner, S.S.Batliboi. Mr.

Samrat Jha, Partner, KPMG India. The

panel was moderated by esteemed

professor of IIM Shillong, Dr. Atul

Mehta. Event started by an Introductory
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SUMMIT
speech by each of the panellists to

showcase their views on the theme. Each

of them presented a different perspective

on the topic, highlighting the positives and

negatives of our economy, which areas

needed to be focused on and which gaps

needed to be filled, if the ambitious dream

of 5 trillion dollar economy had to be

achieved. After introductory speeches

panel discussion started, with our

moderator covering range of questions

and a very insightful discussion followed.

The event was enthusiastically attended

by students of IIM Shillong. The students

had their chance to interact with the

panellists during the questions and

answers session. Event ended with the

felicitation ceremony of our panellists. The

discussion and QnA raised some very

pertinent questions and also suggested

innovative solutions to boost the Indian

economy in the right direction.

BLS



The event consisted of two rounds.

The first round was an ‘Online quiz’

which was elimination round. The quiz

was made of 20 questions to be

answered in 15 minutes.

The top 5 teams were chosen for the

next round, which was a ‘Situational

Analysis’ round. In this round, the

teams were given a situation where

they had to prepare a portfolio of

stocks for an ‘Asset Management

Company’. The portfolio was to be

constituted of Rs. 100 crores in a

particular industry which were chosen

by the individual teams and the

industries allotted were Banking,

FMCG, IT, Automobiles, Financial

Services and Insurance.

The teams were asked to submit a

PowerPoint presentation and make a

pitch of the chosen portfolio with

analysis of the stocks and their

rationale behind the same. The

presentation round conducted at IIM

Shillong campus was made up of two

rounds. Round 1 was a pitch of the

portfolio made by the teams followed

by a question/answer round by the

judges. Each team was then given

news affecting their industries and

some time to reflect the effect of the

news on their portfolio.
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SHOW ME THE MONEY
The teams had to present the outcome of

the news and their revised portfolio to the

judges.

Team Illuminati- Sushant Sant and

Prudhvi Sankar from Indian Institute of

Management, Shillong won the first

prize of Rs. 25,000 and Team Fintastics-

Atharva Orpe and Sushant Harite from

Prin. L. N. Welingkar Institute of

Management Development & Research

(WE School), Mumbai were the runners

up with prize money of Rs. 15,000.

KHLURTHMA
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